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Summary
Focal mechanisms from microseismic events contain an
abundance of information. Moment tensor inversion can
lead to a richer understanding of the failure mechanisms
and stresses at work at the event source. This information
cannot be ascertained from event hypocenter locations
alone. Often events recorded during hydraulic fracturing
are associated with double-couple (DC) source
mechanisms. Hydraulic injection has been associated with
non-shear source mechanisms, hence constraining the
source mechanism to a shear solution is not appropriate.
Data from passive surface monitoring in the Horn River
Basin are used to explore moment tensor decompositions.
We show that events relating to hydraulic fractures contain
significant compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD)
components of failure and exhibit b-values of
approximately 2. This event population is in contrast to
fault reactivation events, which are highly double-couple
and have a b-value of approximately 1.
This work is part of an ongoing study to integrate
geophysical, geological and engineering information.
Introduction
Processes involving rapid fluid injection and tensile failure
have been demonstrated to have significant non–doublecouple (non–DC) components of failure. Significant
CLVD contributions have been shown for seismic events
recorded from volcanic intrusions (Julian and Sipkin, 1985)
and from tensile fracturing during injection of cool fluids
during geothermal reservoirs (Foulger, 1988). Often largescale fluid injection processes are also accompanied by an
increase in b-value, such as during magmatic intrusion
(Rierola, 2005, Bridges, 2006).
These findings may also have relevance at a much smaller
scale in hydraulic fracturing operations in the oil and gas
industry. Recent work has asserted that there is an
overemphasis on DC event mechanisms in hydraulic
fracture monitoring projects (Forouhideh, 2010) and
various work has demonstrated that non–DC events occur
during hydraulic fracturing in oil and gas completions
(Šílený, 2009; Baig, 2010). Elevated b-values are also
common to events recorded during hydraulic fracture
operations in the oil and gas industry (Maxwell et al., 2009,
Kratz et al., 2012).
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These concepts are explored in a gas shale environment in
the Horn River Basin in northeastern British Columbia,
Canada. A 7-well pad was completed in the Muskwa and
Evie Formations of the Horn River Group. The 201 stages
were hydraulically fractured with high-rate injection of
slickwater. The completions were monitored using a 98station shallow buried array of 10 Hz geophones. The
array has a large aperture and captures wide azimuth and
high-fold information, which provides high quality data and
full coverage of the focal sphere.
By inverting for the moment tensor and decomposing this
into its various components, we look at the relative
contributions of isotropic (ISO), CLVD and shear (DC)
components for events associated with hydraulic fracturing
and fault reactivation in the Muskwa and Evie shales. We
examine the b-values of specific source mechanism types
and compare b-values for events associated with hydraulic
fracturing and fault reactivation event populations.
The information gathered from b-value analysis and
moment tensor inversion helps to differentiate and describe
events induced directly by injection and those possibly
triggered by stress changes.
This adds a richer
understanding than analysis of event hypocenter locations
alone.
Method
Moment tensor inversion is the process of using recorded
data and knowledge of the earth (Green’s function) to
recover the source mechanism. In this case we employ the
least squares method using first motion amplitudes
(Williams-Stroud, 2010). The resulting moment tensor can
be decomposed into isotropic and deviatoric components.
There are different means of decomposing the deviatoric
tensor. We use decompose it into DC and CLVD
components (Knopoff, 1970).
In this case study, moment tensor inversion was performed
on high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) events recorded during
the completion of six of seven monitored wellbores.
Components are plotted on a Hudson source type diagram
(Hudson et al., 1989), an equal area representation of
volumetric and constant volume (DC and CLVD)
components. These components are also expressed as a
percentage of the total solution and can be plotted on a
ternary diagram to examine their relative contributions.
Mechanism types are plotted spatially to identify
geologically significant areas of DC and non– DC failure.
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Corresponding b-values of theses populations are
calculated using the Gutenberg-Richter (1944) frequencymagnitude relationship. The b-value is an indication of the
relative number of small events vs. large events. While
originally developed for earthquake studies, frequencymagnitude relationships are routinely applied to
microseismic data to differentiate hydraulic fracture event
populations from fault-related populations.
Results
The inversion solutions are considered to be wellconstrained: The perforations (which have a known
location and time) have low positional error; the velocity
model is derived from measured sonic information; the
noise environment at the site is low; and stations have a
wide azimuthal distribution. Beyond this the inverted
mechanisms are reasonably well conditioned and the
misfits are low (~0.4 L2 misfit).
Inverted Focal mechanisms using minimally processed,
good SNR data are observed to fall into three mechanism
types: vertical dip-slip, strike-slip, and a small population
of thrust mechanisms. When plotted spatially, these

Figure 1: Distribution of events considered in analysis. Reverse-slip
mechanisms are shown in green, strike-slip in red and dip-slip in blue. All
monitored events shown in black.

Figure 2: Hudson source-type plots showing strike-slip (left), dip-slip (middle) and reverse (right) events. Events are coloured according to
DC, CLVD and VOL components, as indicated on the ternary diagram.

Figure 3: Hudson source-type plots for Evie and Muskwa events.
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percentage of DC map along fault
trends while increasingly non–DC
component events occur away from
fault trends where hydraulic fractures
are mapped. To further examine their
source
behaviour,
events
are
separated by their aforementioned
failure types and are plotted on
Hudson source-type plots as well as
on ternary diagrams (Figure 2).
Strike-slip events, which highlight
local faults, plot close to the center of
the Hudson plot, where DC failure
occurs. Where T represents the size
of the DC and CLVD components of
the moment tensor and k the volume
change (Hudson et al., 1989), both
varying between -1 and 1, the
majority of events plot between 0.4<T<0.4 with k being positive.
These events have an average of 73%
DC component.

Figure 5: Frequency-magnitude distributions for strike-slip events (red) and dip-slip events (blue).

Dip-slip events show less consistent
solutions with events ranging between 0.3<k<0.3. The Hudson plots and
ternary diagrams show significantly
fewer DC mechanisms and a higher
proportion of CLVD-type mechanisms
with minor volume change. These
events have an average DC component
of 51%.
The last family of events, the reverseslip events, also shows an interesting
behaviour. Nearly all events have a
negative k and T. Perhaps this could
indicate the interaction of fluid and
rock in a compressive faulting
environment.
Figure 4 b-values shown for all monitored events by their corresponding project wells. Evie wells
are coloured in purple and Muskwa wells in orange.

mechanism types fall into distinct domains: The majority
of dip-slip events occur where hydraulic fracture event
cloud geometries are observed; strike-slip events follow a
previously mapped NNE–SSW-trending fault and
illuminate unidentified NE-SW structural feature; and
reverse-slip events cluster with strike-slip events along a
the NNE-trending fault with a dense cluster at the possible
intersection of two faults.

By similarly separating events by their
corresponding formation (by well and
stage time), it can be seen that the Evie completions are
dominated by an abundance of DC events whereas the
Muskwa completions contain increasingly non–DC
contributions (figure 3). This leads us to believe that the
stimulated reservoir the Muskwa shales are dominated by
induced hydraulic fractures whereas rock failure in the Evie
is strongly structurally-controlled, possibly triggered by
stress changes.

When ISO, CLVD and DC components from moment
tensor inversion are plotted spatially, events with a high

This distinction in failure type is also apparent when
examining the b-values. B-values were calculated by their
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corresponding mechanisms. The dip-slip events used in
this study showed a b of 2.3 compared to a b-value of 1.2
for strike-slip events (Figure 4). The reverse-slip event
population was too small for adequate analysis. To ensure
that these results were not biased by sampling the total
event population, b-values were also calculated for all
events located on the six wells used in the analysis. All
events recorded on a well were assumed to belong to the
formation in which the well was being completed. Wells
completed in the Muskwa showed a range of b-values from
1.9-2.8 (Figure 5). Values for the Evie were distinctly
lower, measuring 1.0-1.4.
The elevated b-values of
approximately 2.0 are indicative of hydraulic fracturing
processes whereas b-values approaching 1.0 indicate the
possibility of small-scale fault reactivation.

demonstrate the need for non–double-couple source
representations when passively monitoring hydraulic
fractures in the Horn River shales.
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Conclusions
This study demonstrates that different target intervals in the
Horn River shales behave quite differently in response to
hydraulic stimulation. These differences become apparent
through moment tensor inversion and in the magnitude
distribution (b-values).
Much like volcanic and hydrothermal analogues involving
fluid injection, high-pressure fluid injection into the
Muskwa shales is associated with significant components
of non–double-couple failure. This has been shown by
mapping DC and non–DC components of failure spatially,
and on Hudson source-type plots and ternary diagrams.
The Muskwa shales contain a high number of dip-slip
events, which plot where hydraulic fracture are mapped and
have a significant non–double-couple component of failure.
This is consistent with the fact that this event population
has an elevated b-value, which is typical of event
populations associated with hydraulic fracturing.
In comparison, the Evie shales contain a large number of
strike-slip events, which have stronger DC components of
failure and map along pre-existing geologic features.
Following this, we associate double-couple failure in the
Evie with triggered slip on small-scale pre-existing faults.
The change in source mechanism from hydraulic fracture to
that along defined lineaments suggests that slip is triggered
by stress changes along these structures. This is supported
in a reduction of b-value from b~2 in the Muskwa and
away from faults to b~1 in the Evie.
By better understanding the modes of failure in different
shale formations, we can better understand fracture
mechanics during hydraulic fracturing, evaluate the
efficacy of completions programs and completions design
approaches. We identify which formations are sensitive to
fault reactivation and which formations rely on hydraulic
stimulation to increase flow permeability. We also
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